UNIT COUNCIL MINUTES
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCE & HUMAN SERVICES
SEPTEMBER 14, 2011

Attendance:


The following faculty members were recommended for tenure:
Emily Abbey
Aaron Lorenz
Christian Reich

The following faculty member was recommended for tenure by exceptional action:
Ashwani Vasishth

The following faculty members were recommended for 4th and 5th year reappointment:
Shaziela Ishak
Dominique Johnson
Kathryn Krase
Kristin Kenneavy
Leah Warner
Anne DeGroot
Brian Chinni
Nicholas Salter
Naseem Choudhury
Paul Reck

Announcements

Michael Bitz announced the Faculty Writing Institute which will be held on September 28th.

Jill Weiss poled the faculty asking "Should attendance be taken at Faculty Assembly?" The SSHS faculty do not want attendance taken.

David Lewis-Colman and Tilahun Sineshaw are promoting the Ethiopia Study Abroad Program and would be willing to make presentations in class.

Funding is available for COPLAC Conference and the Platinum Series. Please submit proposals. Faculty and student travel funding will be provided.

Ashwani Vasishth, SSHS ARC representative, announced that the deadline for submitting modified and new course proposals is October 15th.